Rapid Exome Sequencing in NNUs.
Do you suspect a possible monogenic disorder? This three
week turnaround service is specifically for this group.
Fast track testing only applies to babies on the neonatal unit or
PICU, not for outpatients or paediatric patients at this time.
Discuss appropriateness of investigation with geneticist on
service – the office on 0113 392 4463 hold the rota.
If they agree case meets the criteria open the Exeter Exome
Sequencing form – a national form will be introduced in due
course but as of early April this is the correct way to request the
investigation.
Make sure you have browser set as Chrome not Internet
Explorer. Go the ‘Relevant Clinical Features’ box and ‘control
& click’ the link to the Human Phenotype Ontology website.

This should take you here:

Type each item from the phenotype into the blue box and follow
its helpful suggestions to determine the HPO term with best fit –
in some cases doing this with the geneticist on the phone might
help!
Copy and paste the term – words and HPO number onto the
Exeter form – example below
Add as many features as you can to give a comprehensive
description of the problem.

The geneticist may well be able to give a clinical genetics
reference number.
Aim for Trio analysis if possible – both parents and the index
case. All their details are needed in the Family History /
Pedigree box – ok to fill this in by hand!

Complete their details including NHS numbers in the bottom
section of the form and send all three EDTA samples to the
Leeds DNA lab. Consider sending by taxi or other urgent
delivery to make sure safe transit and prompt despatch.
Ring the DNA lab on 0113 206 5205 to make sure they are
expecting the samples and know to forward on to Exeter as
part of the nationally funded rapid exome testing service – no
special funding approval needed – ignore the price on the form!
The exome analysis should be thought of as ‘the assay’ – it will
create a record of the exome sequence. The clinical question
being asked, ‘the test’, will involve interrogating that
information. This will be guided by our expert genetic
colleagues with clinical input (usually by phoning in) at a
genetic MDT to help interpret the significance of abnormalities
found.
Incidental genetic abnormalities e.g. for adult onset conditions
in the baby or other genetic problems picked up in either parent
would NOT be reported as answering that question would not
be part of the clinical test being done.

Chris Day with input from Eamonn Sheridan
April 2019

Exeter Exome Sequencing Form attached

